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By Daymon Bruck

The Emerging Stratification of Luxury Brands and their Audiences
As brand consultants for the past 35 years, we have been observing how the luxury industry has been shifting across
all categories.

Many of the previous rules and approaches to this sector have become insufficient to create effective and strategic
brand marketing.

Over the next month, we will be presenting sections of our latest White Paper, "The New Luxury Brand Playbook",
addressing these shifts with the hope to give ourselves, our clients and the industry a better framework within this
new landscape.

Luxury brands and their audiences have become increasingly segmented, their unique behaviors and identifiers
included. For some time now, the concept of a homogenized "luxury" category has become outdated, especially
when it comes to brand building, marketing and audience engagement.

Several factors have been at work to create this shift in the market's evolution requiring new systems and approaches
for developing effective brand marketing.

As the luxury market continues to become increasingly competitive and crowded, the growing audience for this
market has become younger, with values and interests in luxury that are quite different from previous generations.
Many luxury brands and their businesses practices have also become more intent on commercialization and
democratization: what was once a rare and exclusive category of goods and services is now more commonplace
and obtainable.

This expansion of "available luxury" has accentuated a stratification not just between brands, products and services
but also with the consumer's relationship to brands that cater to their unique needs. To help make sense of these
industry changes, we have been developing a new way to look at the luxury category to better visualize this changing
market.

We have identified three tiers of luxury brands and audiences - each with unique rules, associations with status and
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customer strategies. Here is a very brief description of each as we define them today:

Standard Luxury
The first Standard Luxury tier contains the most widely known brands who have become synonymous with the
general concept of luxury.

The firs t tier contains  the mos t widely known brands  who have become synonymous  with the general concept of luxury. Image credit: Four
Seasons  Hotel Hous ton

For many people, these brands represent the very best that their category has to offer: a T iffany & Co. engagement
ring, a BMW sedan, or the Four Seasons' renowned service.

Holding incomes that range between the top 5 - 10 percent of all households, the audience at this level understand
the value equation for luxury goods and services and is willing to pay the price for quality and exceptional service.
The airline industry has leveraged and expanded this value equation understanding especially well with their
Business Class products.

Brands at this tier are very flexible with how they produce goods for higher and lower categories: seeking to appeal
both to a higher tier of luxury consumers and emerging aspirational customers alike. Because of their mass appeal,
brands in this group retain less of their cachet for the higher tiers of luxury consumers.

High Luxury
The High Luxury category of brands is inspirational in nature and represent the most visible heights of luxury goods
and service. More than Standard Luxury, these brands have reached a status symbol label among an audience
comprised of the top 1 percent of high-net-worth-individuals who appreciates their lasting value and cultural
relevance.

Like Standard Luxury, these brands such as Cartier, Rolex, Jaguar and Louis Vuitton modulate their offerings to a
higher and lower customer base to maximize their reach while still maintaining their luxury brand status.

High Luxury brands  such as  Cartier modulate their offerings  to a higher and lower cus tomer base to maximize their reach while s till maintaining
their luxury brand s tatus . Image credit: Cartier

These brands are also quickly identifiable and for some luxury consumers, that recognizability makes them less
desirable. This tier is a first-class experience and creates a much clearer dividing line between themselves and
lower levels of service than a Standard Luxury brand.

Ultra Luxury
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At this level, we see luxury brands like Aman Resorts, Bentley, Herms and Richard Mille that only cater to the top .1
percent who are willing to pay the price for something truly special and unique. These ultra-high-net-worth-
individuals care less about price as much as they do exclusivity: the desire to experience or obtain something very
rare and limited.

Unlike the other two tiers, Ultra Luxury brands never create anything for a lower level and never offer a version of
their brand that is less than the very best. The Ultra Luxury audience is very connected with what has been coined as
"quiet luxury" and "stealth wealth."

Luxury brands  like Bentley Motors  cater to the top .1 percent who are willing to pay the price for exclus ivity. Image credit: Bentley Motors

The only status symbols that matter are ones their peers can recognize and appreciate. This Ultra Luxury audience is
less defined by a single location or nationality as they are by a global lifestyle and their cultural connections.

We help our clients understand where in this tier range they wish to align their brands to create highly focused brand
communications, new product offerings and targeted audience messaging.

For example, Ultra Luxury seems very desirable and exclusive, but it also offers the smallest potential audience of
the entire luxury category. That might not matter depending on one's business model, but an Ultra Luxury brand
positioning and strategy is intended to attract an audience who only desire a limited and unique offering and
nothing less.

Part one of four from "The New Luxury Brand Playbook" by The O Group, a luxury brand consultancy located in
NYC.
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